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 Chicago-based International Capital Markets Consultancy

 Primarily Technical Trend Analysis Perspective that includes…

 Extensive Review of Politico-Economic Influences to achieve…

 Balanced Market Psychology and Risk Analysis

Analysis of the G7 Economies‟ Major Asset Classes:

Equity Indices (yet not individual company stocks)

Long-term and Short-term Fixed Income Instruments

US Dollar and Major/Minor Cross Rate Trend Analyses
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DJIA Long Term Trend Evolution

1910-1933

6-month RSI

The last (1929-1932)

Super-Cycle Correctionsm

Severe 1929 stock market losses led to major consumer retrenchment that fomented rapid commodity price falls.

That led to significant international protectionism and many countries exiting the Gold Standard, as well as…

Loose credit-driven speculative 

asset bubble accompanied by 

very heavy over-indebtedness
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DJIA Long Term Trend Evolution

1924-1955

6-month RSI

Super-Cycle Correctionsm

The last (1932-1950)

Post-Crash Basing Activity

The Great Mistake: Fed is constrained so that M2 Money Supply shrinks by approximately 

1/3 between 1929 and 1933; thankfully (at least) not something the current administration 

and Fed are allowing to happen.  Even so, the correction that lasted 20 years due in part  

to that error would have still likely lasted at least 10 to absorb the asset value destruction.
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DJIA Long Term Trend Evolution

1932-1979

6-month RSI

The resilience of equities after the 1966 DJIA peak 

was likely due to the degree to which US stocks 

topping out was partially a reflection of the loss of 

US competitiveness against then fully recovered 

European post WWII economies, and  major shock 

being from energy price escalation instead of the 

general asset value destruction of the 1930‟s that 

seems more so an earmark of current weakness.  

Nonetheless, there was still 16 years 

of consolidation prior to resumption 

of the directional bull market in 1982.
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6-month RSI

DJIA Long Term Trend Evolution

1974-2004 (Channel A from 1974 low)
A

A

Heavy liquidity infusions and interest rate easing 

assisted DJIA in holding overall up trend support 

from major 1974 cycle low.  Losses were centered 

in one sector (technology) and NOT general asset 

value destruction of 1930‟s and present economy.  

Yet  sustained lower interest rates and easy credit 

encouraged the subsequent inflation tendencies.
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DJIA Long Term Trend Evolution

1980-2008 (Channels: A=1974 & B=1932)

6-month RSI

The current (2007-????)

Super-Cycle Correctionsm
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DJIA Intermediate Term Trend

February 2006 – November 2008

(through November 21, 2008)

DJIA 10,500 DOWN Acceleration adds to the negative psychology/resistance 

above equities on any near term DJIA rallies back to even slightly above the 

DOWN Break below the major 10,000-9,700 secular bull trend support from 

the 1974 major cyclical low.  This is a problem for the foreseeable future.
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Excerpted from 2008-11-07 release.

Visit www.OECD.org for full CLI report

OECD Composite Leading Indicators for September Sum It Up  .

July & August 2008 CLI 
releases were already 

referring to „intensified‟
and „sharper‟ slowing, 
even though the central 
bankers were in the final 
stages of denial.  It is also 
much more daunting for 
equities that a six-month 
leading indicator points to 
what intermediate term 
trends must anticipate.

The OECD had both the 

beginning and sustained 

nature of the unraveling 

of the economic growth 

right for some time now.

Prescient OECD analysis 

was showing economic 

weakness in the OECD 

area back as early as the 

October 2007 release 

(with August indications.) 
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The View from the Bank: Selected Excerpts From Professor Blanchflower  .

Keynes College speech: “Where Next For The UK Economy”, October 29, 2008  .

Monetary Policy Committee 

member David Blanchflower 

presented an extremely bad 

picture for the UK economy 

that should have informed 

the global view of why the 

economic outlook was in 

the worst state for years.

The weakness is also a sign 

of just how little economies 

that were supposed to be 

„delinked‟ from the US are 

going to help stem the tide.

The excellent graphic to 
the right illustrates that 
shattered confidence is 
not just a US phenomena, 
and is far worse than it 
was during the Dot.Com 
Bust or late 1990‟s scares.

© Copyright Bank of England.  All International Rights Reserved
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While inflation is indeed 
finally abating, that is only 
in the wake of a virtual 
economic collapse that 
leaves little joy in that.   
The table also illustrates 
the degree of stagflation 
that was indeed prevalent 
in spite of sanguine view 
from across the „pond‟  as 
recently as this summer.

The View from the Bank: Selected Excerpts From Professor Blanchflower  .

Keynes College speech: “Where Next For The UK Economy”, October 29, 2008  .

Business Sentiment 

will leave Capital 

Investment programs 

non-existent for the 

foreseeable future, 

unable to lead the 

way back up even 

with sharply lower 

official interest rates.

© Copyright Bank of England.  All International Rights Reserved
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The View from the Bank: Selected Excerpts From Professor Blanchflower  .

Keynes College speech: “Where Next For The UK Economy”, October 29, 2008  .

The key precipitate 

factor is the early-mid 

2008 acceleration to 

the downside for US 

home prices the Fed 

and Treasury should 

have seen as a threat.

While it is not necessarily 
confirmed in „official‟ data 
we have always been told 
must wait for confirmation 
after the fact, there is little 
doubt of a recessionary 
psychology that always 
counts as much as reality. 
If it is real, that‟s another 
sign at least two quarters 
of weakness are to follow.

© Copyright Bank of England.  All International Rights Reserved
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The View from the Bank: Selected Excerpts From Professor Blanchflower  .

Keynes College speech: “Where Next For The UK Economy”, October 29, 2008  .

© Copyright Bank of England.  All International Rights Reserved

As noted in page 16 of 

IV-17. Informed  

„simplicity‟ is indeed a 

blessing, and that is 

how technical analysis 

complements a strong 

fundamental view.

Summers has it very right 
that too many analysts (in 
the technical camp as well) 
surround themselves with 
stochastic indications that 
are as comfortable as well 
worn slippers.  Yet, that 
can leave them expecting 
incremental, manageable 
changes that miss major 
tectonic shifts. It is of note 
he suggested aggressive 
foreclosure mitigation in 
the US from early this year.
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The View from the Bank: Selected Excerpts From Professor Blanchflower  .

Keynes College speech: “Where Next For The UK Economy”, October 29, 2008  .

Extremely well chosen by 

Professor Blanchflower.  

All  the hyper-exuberant 

tainted activity that the 

Fed, SEC and Treasury 

allowed to occur because 

it was “not in my brief” is 

exactly the sort of failure 

to focus on the real world 

implications alluded to 

here regarding analysis.

Which is to say the lack of 
attention to key distortions 
was far less failure of rules 
than failure of will.  No new 
regulatory regime will do  
better unless the folks who 
run it are more assertive 
and forward-looking than 
the lot that just failed.

© Copyright Bank of England.  All International Rights Reserved
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The Super-Cycle CorrectionSM

 There has been a credit market collapse and equity market „crash‟.  The latter is 

clear from the sheer, simple percentage loss of asset value in historic terms.

 The technical manifestation goes beyond the percentage loss into a definitive 

indication that the equity market has fallen out of its upward trend from the 

December 1974 major cyclical low.  We presume the economy has as well.

 The fundamental reasons for it were clearly brewing for some time, and are now 

extremely evident.  Whether it turns into an economic Depression is to be seen.

 Fortunately, the leaders of the financial world are providing ample liquidity that 

was a missing element in the previous Depression.  Unfortunately, the current 

leaders did not pay enough attention to maintaining grass roots confidence, but 

the prospect of a new administration in the US that will provides some hope. 

 However, that hope should not include a return to the strong economy and 

exuberant markets of the past decade quite so much as some simple stability. 

Even at that, equity market potential will remain muted unless and until the 

DJIA can sustain price activity back above the 10,000-10,500 area. On past 

form that may be years into the future, with bouts of weakness until then.

There is a way forward we will articulate after a brief review of technical 

suppositions that are hopefully a useful, if not very encouraging guide…
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DJIA Long Term Trend Evolution

1924-1955

6-month RSI

Super-Cycle Correctionsm

The last (1932-1950)

Post-Crash Basing Activity

<<<<< Revisiting suppositions,…  an extended basing phase was necessary after the fall from…
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DJIA Long Term Trend Evolution

1910-1933

6-month RSI

The last (1929-1932)

Super-Cycle Correctionsm

Loose credit-driven speculative 

asset bubble accompanied by 

very heavy over-indebtedness

…the previous secular, accelerated credit-driven bull trend failed at the end of the cycle…

…with an interesting fast forward to the current equity market peak and extended drop >>>>>>>
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DJIA Long Term Trend Evolution

1980-2008 (Channels: A=1974 & B=1932)

6-month RSI

The current (2007-????)

Super-Cycle Correctionsm

???
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That might seem a joke in light of current deflation worries. Yet, in fact, it is only 

halfway so, especially for heavily indebted countries like the US and the UK…

…as the other radical thought our technical projections encourage, which is also 

(at least to some degree) supported by fundamental forces being cultivated by 

massive liquidity injections to offset market and confidence implosions is…   

A 10-year US T-note yield target across the cycle at 9.00%-9.50%. 

[More on that as the situation warrants…]

The Way Forward .

 Sherlock Holmes analytics and the naturally „binary‟ either/or, blessedly two 

dimensional nature of price trends allows a „supposition‟ that unless the DJIA 

finds reason to push well back above the critical 10,000-10,500 area soon, it will 

continue lower.  How far is yet to be seen, and a cautionary word is in order…

 Based upon the massive liquidity and solvency actions taken to date, as well as 

whatever programs the new US administration will most certainly initiate, it is a 

fair possibility equities will not get anywhere nearly as weak as the most radical 

lower trend support projections suggest.  And that would be very nice indeed.

 Unfortunately, the other cautionary word is that scenario is in depreciated dollars. 

Which may be okay for those fortunate enough to have a stock market portfolio, 

as it will look better in nominal terms than if a Depression is allowed to occur…

...just so long as you‟re good with paying $10 for your daily Starbucks fix.
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